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Many leading newspapers featured our news on launching IELTS including Prothom Alo, Bangladesh

Pratidin, Independent, New Age etc. Total 18 newspapers covered the news. The Prothom Alo article can

be read here: https://tinyurl.com/2p8j8wam

IELTS NEWS COVERAGE

Our student Shaheen Fatma participated in the 2022 Immerse

Education Essay Competition. This was a record-breaking

competition as thousands of entries were there from students

attending leading schools all over the world. Each of the judges

commented on the extremely high quality of essays that they

received this year across all categories, and it was clear that the

candidates had invested significant effort in researching and

writing their essays. We are glad to share that the judges

selected our student Shaheens’ essay to receive a partial

scholarship of 30% to take part in the Economics programme

with Immerse Education in 2022. Congratulations on being

recognised as one of the highest calibre of entries this year.

IMMERSE | ESSAY COMPETITION OUTCOME



Students of Nursery started the new theme on

“Farm Animals” In the theme, they learned the

rhyme Baa Baa Black Sheep and made a craft of

sheep using papers, cotton balls and glue. The

children also acquired valuable information such

as a sheep has 4 legs, 2 ears, a small tail and

learnt about the uses of wool obtained from sheep.
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Students from Grades 5 – 7 participated in the

DPS STS “Photo Caption Contest”. Here are the

winners. Heartiest congratulations!

DPS STS PHOTO CAPTION CONTEST 

FARM ANIMALS

GRAPHICS CLUB
The students modelled a wine glass with a

few ice cubes in it and have been

introduced to blender modifiers. This class

was very crucial for their understanding

of a blender as some fundamentals of

advanced modelling were taught.

The FS1 Mathematicians did an activity on

ascertaining the correct numerals to represent

numbers 1 to 16. This activity helped them to

reflect on the numbers they have learned till now

and enhance their fine motor skills.

THE LITTLE FS1 MATHEMATICIANS

Children learn by touching, tasting, feeling,

smelling, observing, reading and listening. This is

why the kitchen is a perfect environment for

learning – it hits a range of senses and a range of

learning styles. This week the FS2 Learners made

“Mug Cake”. A treat made with only a few

ingredients. The children had great fun in the

process.

LITTLE CHEFS OF FS2 

CODING CLUB
On 29th January, students had their Coding Club

session where they downloaded the Visual Studio

Code and wrote their first few lines of code.

Students also learnt about the different functions

that can be used in Python, and how to solve any

Syntax Errors that occur. 

VOICE - OVER INTERNSHIP ACHIEVEMENT CERTIFICATE
It gives us great pleasure to share that our Teacher and Cambridge First

Language English Assessment Examiner Mr. Emran Jamshed Taher has

completed a Voice-over Narrator Internship Program at Current Digest

Magazine from September 1, 2021 to November 30, 2021. The Internship gave

him the opportunity to read several articles for an online news/ magazine

website and also helped him learn strategies on voice intonation,

pronunciation and delivery. He also has now become well accustomed with

recording softwares such as the Audacity Platform which enables features

such as noise reduction and voice reverb. Heartiest congratulations!

The prestigious awards ceremony for the

DPS STS Intraschool Debate Tournament

took place on Tuesday (February 1st, 2022)

to recognize the winners and best speakers

of the competition that had taken place in

November last year. The event was

anchored by two of the core members, Akil

Rafid and Faizah Ehsan, and it included

inspiring and heartwarming speeches from

those who made the tournament possible:

such as the Principal, the Coach, our Club-

in-charge, the Dean of Activities and many

more. 

INTRASCHOOL DEBATE TOURNAMENT
AWARDS CEREMONY



FS2 had their second conference throughout the week

from 23rd January, 2021 to 27th January, 2021. The

teachers discussed the progress of their wards. They

both had a very lively interaction and they were all

satisfied regarding the overall progress.

FS2 SECOND CONFERENCE
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This week Grades 3 and 4 students explored a few

noteworthy places around the world, from the

comfort of their home in their Pastoral Care class

through Virtual Tours. Students got the opportunity

to stop, explore and guide learning at their own pace.

While they were exploring, they could get up close to

the various city skylines, nature, seven wonders or

artifacts that might not otherwise be easily

accessible. Students also shared their experiences of

visiting different places by sharing pictures taken on

their tours.

FUN WITH FRIENDS ACTIVITY

SCIENCE SHOW AND TELL - PARTS OF A PLANT (CF)
The little scientists of CF created a model of a plant

using household items. A ‘Show and Tell’ session was

held on the last week of January 2022 on this topic.

At the show and tell session, they named each part of

a plant and explained its functions. Learners could

also demonstrate their creativity and critical

thinking skills by creating a model of a plant.

MOVIE SCREENING OF KATHAL
On 29th January 2022, students of Grades 5 and 6

watched a screening of a children's adventurous

comedy film 'Kathal' on the virtual platform. The

film has been selected at the Kokoro Film Festival as

one of the best movies. The production house had a

short interactive session after the screening.

Students enjoyed a lot and shared their desire to have

more such movie sessions in the future.

INDOOR SCAVENGER HUNT
Learners of CF actively participated in an engaging

Indoor Scavenger Hunt. They had to search for 10

objects around the house. Teachers showed them

pictures of different objects and they collected them

one by one. It was a fun-filled activity and learners

enjoyed it thoroughly.


